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Institute of

won

also

YM-YWHA recital award, and his
second annual grant-in-aid from the
Olga Samaroff Foundation. In March
he received the New York Slate Federation of Music Club’s student mu-

.

always with

and Mvrick wo* an

1929.) Ives retired in 1930 with the
decision to devote bis life to musical
composition. He wrote over two

song known

whs

Btocktnan, pianist ; Anshel Brasilow,
Richard Cass, pianist;
violinist;

Agnes

orary degree ol Doctor of Music on

most
le-*

:

fortune.

Judges for the

Beloit, Wisconsin, newly-elected president of the National Federation ol

Johnstone and E.

old English drinking
is a perlecliooist

21.

W. Newton. The

C

At the age of 36 be deckled
to go into music professiooally. New-

years.

Georgia, has been

guishes him as the foremost of all
American musical iconoclasts- There
has never been any question a* to his
conscientious and sincere outlook. So

leading publications for a quarter of
a century qualify him splendidly to
select from the myriad of long-playing records reproductions of masterpieces of permanent interest. He has
gone through an enormous number

Band gave the first performance of
a new arrangement of The Star
Spangled Banner, by the American

and

The new version follows the melodic
rhythm suggested by a World War 1
committee consisting of Walter Datnruseh, Wallace Goodrich. Peter W.
Dykcma, John Alderi Carpenter.
Frederick Converse. Waller R. Spalding, Hollis Dann, Osbourne McConatliy,
C. Birchard, Carl Engel.

I

"can

play anything" on the piano or. if
need lie. on the ukulele, to supply
the background. This is the most

comprehensive book of

teacher

Danbury. Connecticut. Hi* beginnings in music were to say the least,
orthodox. He studied with those
noted nineteenth century American

so that the masterpieces
be assigned to their

one of 740 pages.
Area Publishing Co.

on the Railroad,
etc.

organist,

may

relative positions in the long ro-

This collection of "300 Songs
is adopted to
the use of the Intercollegiate Outing Club Association. It is composed of college songs and what

Words and Music”

must be called American folk
songs of the class of The Bulldog
on the Bank, Shorlnin' Bread,
Cotnptown Races, Polly IF oily

"composers." Charles Ives stands out
very certainly as the most unusual
musical Individualist since our forefathers rebelled at William Hillings’
(1746-1800) fuguing tunes.
Ives was burn in Danbury. Con1874. and graduated
necticut. in
from Yale ill 1898. He studied organ
with Dudley Buck and theory with

nnds out ihe

in

biography, followed by
historical annotations of the works

concise

mance
Edited hr IXek "nit Belli Beil

it,

hr Hears Cowell and Sidney Cowell
Acknowledged by modernist* and
extremists a* the most distinctive ot
the contemporary school ol American

Famous

"Seventeen

iw

this

put

“More

His

class*

unous Operas" and “The Wagner
peras" have been widely read, anil

Millions."
guide
As a reference book and
lovers in
for musicians and music

George Bernard Shaw

$3.50

Alfred A. Knopf. Inc.

This comprehensive and voluand
minous work is a modernized
expanded edition of the author s
previous work, “Music for the

1;>

dan and Eugene List, pianists; Igor
Fort
Bukeloff. conductor ol the
Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra, and
Dr. Clarence Adler, musicologist.
Mr. Pollack, a student of Rosina
IJicvinne.

Eweii's Musical Masterworks

Orfhmlnl

Ferguson
ir'finooM
Mr. Ferguson may be said to
have worked upon this very superior volume for over twenty-five
years, because he wrote lire anno-

and has since conducted, the
High School Chorus.

ized.

Music" by
"Chamber and Solo Instrument
Schonbcrg.
Music" by Harold C.
recThe superiority of high-fidelity
discs is
ords over the old fashioned
revolutionized
so great dial il ha*
opened
die entire record business and

Master-work* of the

and music
director of the Festival, will conduct
an 80-piece orchestra in three weekChristian Piohl. founder

Music

of

(Continued from Page 3)
ages of

books on long-playdm same
two being "Vocal
Philip L. Miller, and

-imilar

by
ing records published

15-week tour. Nine
soloists, including Tossy Spivakovsky. Caroline Taylor and Derry
Deane. and two choirs, appeared
with the symphony. Playing more
its

concerts free to school children
than any other orchestra fn the nation, the North Carolina Symphony
receives an annual stale appropriation of $20,000. This year llie
orchestra,
appearing before llie

a very high degree.

A series of sacred music concerts
has been given al Stratford. Ontario,
from July 9 to August 6, sponsored
by the Ctnarlian Council of Christians and Jews. The concerts hare
been jrresented ia co-operation with
the
ral.

Stratford

Some

groups
gogues

in

Shakes|iearcan

of

from

the

leading

churches

Canada

( Continued

Festi-

choral

and syna-

were

on Page 8)

active

World of Music

See What’s in the

by Howard M. Rhine*

Everyone icha has ever
token mrt

in ihi.

/»™

«l n.n.ie

nmkmg

agrees heartily that

Playing Piano Duets

Can Be Fascinating
by

Orchestra Department

The

What does
Making
Adjudicator

the
by

RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

hear in

Music

Your School
T
X

WISH now
something

lo digress a

about

moment

rhythm

to

say

poetry.

in

Rhythm is os essential to poetry os it is lo
music, and as we cannot have rhythm without time in music, so we cannot have poetirhythm
cal rhythm without metre. But the
of poetry is something more than this. Is
not the caesura a momentary breaking of
the metre for the sake of the larger aspect
of rhythm? In poetry there are always two
kinds of accent, that supplied by the sense
of the passage and that supplied by the
nature of the metre. Often these coincide,
but sometimes they are at variance, as when

the meaning of a passage carries on over
the end of a line. There is the well-known
story of the

little girl

who complained

to

her mother that she did not want her grave
little as her bed. She had been
singing the words.
Teach me lo live that I may dread
The grave, as Utile as my bed

to be as

.

she sang it with the tune, it became,
Teach me lo lire that I may dread.
The grace as lillle as my bed.

When

Another
cross accent

humourous example
is

of

this

the clown's prologue in

A

Mid-summer Nights Dream.
should like to add one personal expeI
rience. I was setting to music one of Gilbert
Murray’s translations of Euripides, and I

came upon these lines:
Only on them

that spurn

0
Joy. may his anger burn.
I pointed out to Professor Murray that if
I
set the words strictly according to their
meaning, it would convert the verse into

according to the metre,
would make nonsense of the words:
Only on them that spurn,
Joy may his anger burn.
He solved my difficulties by declaiming
the lines to me in a manner which 1 can
If I set it strictly

it

describe only by musical notation.

is,

after oIL

nothing more than rhythm on

good tune when

like a

I

hear

it.*'

They do

not realise that to appreciate the simplest
tune requires a knowledge of form. The
physical car can hear only one sound, or

a

vertical

group of sounds, at a time; the

a question of memory, co-ordinaand anticipation. When the first note
passes on to the second, the hearer must
rest is
tion,

not only keep the first note in memory, but
co-ordinate it with the second, and so on
to the third; and occasionally he has lo
onticipato what is to come. When community singers are learning a

new

tune, they
because they
anticipate a different note from what actually comes. If we did not have these powers,
often

gel

the

tune

w’rong

appreciate the "Hamnterklnvier"
the Ninth

Symphony

Sonata or

requires exactly

tile

autumn of 1054 Dr. Ralph Vaughan
Vitliams gate a series al lectures at Cor-

tin the

Vniversiiy.

—

appreciation of the

to a greater degree. Musical form
series of mysteries or trade

Orchestra

not a

Is

words

bat

i<

no need

to look

regulations:

up
one

Wh

America may
layman as

of

attention,

eo-ordination

to

the

memory, ami

utmost.

One

We

\V/ HEN listening lo an orchestra did
you ever wonder what the seasoned
maestro who has trained and developed
many, many fine orchestras would be hearing, were he listening in your place? Dur-

talk about the

form of a sonata being good and

What,

after all.

is

good

content?

an arpeggio, and

just

Is

it

appear in at

festival

where an

more enjoyable and understandSome discussion

orchestra

are being achieved.

able.

fundamental qualities that are so
good listening, whether it be

of the

not original

necessary to

wonderful foundation
for a great movement! The famous drum
passage at the end of the Scheme of Beethoven's C-mitior Symphony would noL
without its context, lie evidence of the
mind of a great composer; bnt coming

o professionally trained musician, ad-

for

judicator or for a lay-consumer-parent,
should prove worth while and may bring

focus just what should be heard

into better

when

listening to an orchestra. It has often
been said that to hear best, one should sec
through one's ears and hear through one's

where it does, as a sort oi resurrection from
the abyss, at the end of the Schcrio. and

eyes.

reiterated

dram

laps into the glorious outburst of the

finale.

is

The theme connected with the Rbfingoid
in Wagner's •’Ring" is a little flourish such
ns any boy bugler might have invented.
But coming where it does, Its dramatic
effect is overwhelming. In all these eases
there
( Continued on Page 511

to

up on those

salt will

cheek whether or not those basic factors,
which make enlightened listening to an

wlint a

then building

its

one type of mnsic

lo

not a matter of suitability to its purpose?
the "Eroica" Symis

worth

orchestra
least

The opening theme of
phony

This dual capacity of the ears

certainly

important

if

one

when a good

possible

is

is

most

to hear all that

orchestra plays.

Too

ETUDE—AVGUST

being evaluated.

often the untrained person will react
music only through what is seen, and
to hear what is actually sounding.

will fail

A

careful analysis of festival results

reveal

formed

that
in

the

students

may

who have perknow the

the orchestras do not

We

believe that these stu-

dents, their parents

ested music

and any other interconsumers are entitled to know

more

these facLs, so that
tion

careful prepara-

can be made and so that they can

listen

its con-

poor; but is noil the content poor
because the form is bad? And so we go
on. ad infinitum. It is the content which
settles the form of any organic structure.
tent

at that, but

see the day iclten everyone,

musician,

may

listen to

orchestras Kith

by Ralph E. Rush

thing,

however, is needful: the whole passage,
whether it be a folk tune nr a symphony,
must grow, organically, from its roots.
This leads us on to the question of form
and contenL These two words are often
of an artistic structure.

ire//

ire// as

the critical ears nf an adjudicator.

text hook* or memoneed only develop

the qualities

These lectures hate no ut

been published in book form by Cornell
University Press, whose courtesy in granting permission to ETUDE to reprint in
the July and August issues the opening
chapters o/ the
hereby gratefully

?

simply the development of a powrr natural
to tile human ear and the human mind. To
under-land a big symphonic work them
rise

From the question of rhythm wc pass
naturally to the question of form, which

nell

s From The Bacrhae, II. 125-126. in The Complete
Greek Drama, rd. by Whitney J. Oates and Eugene
O’Neill. Jr. tNi-vi York: Random lltmee, 11.131
II, 211. By permission of Longmans, Green and Co.

j I j .J J>J>U J J I
them Uul spurn Say, rosy his en-Rerbora

qualities as the

such as The Dluebelli of
Scotland which any child can learn—only

is

Tjoj
On-ty

same

simplest tune

more

intelligently, not only to their

own group, hut
would hope

lo

other groups as well.

that this

might lead

ht’de—aucust

ms

We

a com-

munity. eveu a nation, of mnsic lovers with
the critical ears of an adjudicator.

The

first

factor usually considered is

tile

tone quality. Is the tone beautiful, is it
smooth, does it have richness and is it always untler control? Is tile lone in balance
with other solo voices or sections, is the

volume exactly right
cal results?

When

to give the best musi-

these factors are in per-

fect balance the orchestral timbre will be
used to bring out the melodics, harmonies
or rhythms in a proper blend of color. It

should always lie irue that color is at the
very beginning of the conception. This, of
course, is where conductors and interpreters differ to

some

degree, yet a musical

tone must he pleasant and in keeping with
good taste in any musical idea. The individual tone quality of each individual instrument of each orchestral choir must be

welded into tho most interesting and convincing form to balance one against the
other, to

produce the fascinating and living

sound that the composer intended

«S!

to

it

lo ho.

The composer’s sense of the urchcstra as ail
Instrument of wonder and beauty, with all
its wealth of tonal resources, its dynamic
ranges and infinite variety of colors, should
an unforgettable experience in listening to both the musician who performs and
to all newly awakened auditors. There will
he plenty of reason for the widespread lieoffer

that

lief

the orchestra

is

one of the true

wonders of our musical culture if the conductor emphasizes, and each player gives
his best to producing the most beautiful
tone possible.

Next and equally important to lovely
tone comes intonation ns near perfect as
possible. It is not

enough

to tune-up

on a

single tuning note; every tone by each performer mast he in the best tunc possible.

When this is stressed each day in rehearsal,
the results at the festival will he satisfacCood

intonation must start with the
it should be a constant
and
regular habit of each performing musician
to correct pitch whenever it is off the
tory.

individual,

and

slight-

est bit. When each individual
is careful,
then fine matching of pitch becomes a natural second step, first within each
individ-

ual

section,

then within each choir and

finally within the entire orchestra.

tra directors

who

Orches-

start daily rehearsals

by

playing cadences and chord progressions
( Continued an Page
50)

BIND DEPARTMENT
Edited by William D. Revelli

by George (lavender

An

Does
by

Editorial

JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

This

Prediction
projectile

shot

make* every one of us a
horizontally
over and over again each day,
the steel and
and perpendicularly, through
from
concrete mazes of city life, shot

Still

hardly time to think.

wheels ol
“Grind! Grind! Grind! The
Only a human
life thunder ahead.

modern

Hold

colossus can

hope to rise to a commanding
burden will he distributed

position. But the

of co-workers who must
greater
look forward to standing a strain
of
than that known in any other period
the
history. Even the human microlies on

among thousands

ONE

ol the

most inspiring proofs of the
ETUDE has had for

great following
nearly seventy years

preserved

the gratifying evi-

is

copies

their

ten,

for

twenty,

and even sixty years. Just resubscriber,
cently a letter came from a
Mrs. James NoUner, of Carthage. Tennesthrough
see. reading: “While browsing
some old copies of ETUDE, I came across
thirty, forty

almost
wriueti
editorial
the enclosed
intwenty-live years ago. Wouldn’t it be

have

teresting to

the

upon the speed of 1955?" This editorial
was titled: “Music. a Savior of Modern
“The aame writer" has written all of the
editorials since 1907. He ivaa surprised to find in the September. 1950. edipreserved by Mrs.
torial, so carefully

ETUDE

Nollner, the following paragraphs:
“Out of the storm and welter

complexity of
arises in this

modem

of the
music

civilisation,

hour as one of the greatest
The enormous strain of
makes the need for this

boons of mankind.
present-day

life

human safety-valve greater Ilian
ever before- Should Jules Verne, the most
priceless

fantastic of all writers,

wake up today in

any large American city, he would probably have delirium tremens so far ahead
or his wildest imaginings has American

—

progress carried our civilization.
“The man of today is a man of the skies.
He already belongs to an ero which only
yesterday
|

reels

ahead

was the wild fancy of

We

and romancers.
at

a s|)ccd ten

grandfathers.

Our

are

all

‘crazy’

rushing
our
alone

limes that of

urban

traffic

lower levels will find it impossible to escape. Grind! Grind! Grind!
“What will he the output of this Cyclopean mill? Will man be able to stand such

a gigantic strain upon the human brain
and nervous System or will lie resort to the
w madness that makes more and

pelling trend

kill

for ETUDE. The line: “We are all
rushing ahead at a speed ten times that of
our grandfathers'' seems almost silly at
rial

this time.

“The man

in the skies" of

1930

traveling at 150 miles an hour now soars
ahead at 600 and more miles. What will
be his speed in 1980? Who knows?
In 1930 we were facing five years of the

worst

depression this country has ever
known, followed by a mad world convuland Communism ; a varision of Hitlerism

ety of wars. cold, tepid and hot, the Second
World War. a crater into which a million
human souls were tossed, and the Korean

catastrophe. Still the cauldron is boiling in
many parts of the world. The strain upon

man

is vastly greater than it was in 1930.
The strong men and women of this day
now ever stressing the great scientific
triumphs for peace as well as the com-

arc

We

his species.

all

now know

monstrous murderous spirit
which condemned even the

in

it

nuk-

that the

Europe,

innocent, to

slaughter, terminated in the extinction
those who brought it about.

ol

astounding. The atomic research
upon destruction and annihilation is now
turning gradually toward a tvaselew effort
to use the fission of the atom far the benefit
power and
of man by means of generating
^

through

the

employment

of

isotopes

in

medicine. The millions of dollan devoted
research to defeat disease have made
more progress in the last ten years than
ever licforc. Tlic whole world can now turn
towards a more optimistic and a more
to

Civilization,

future.

lio|ieful

the crossroads.

at

still

Whether he can meet this problem of problems depends upon what normal and helpful means he may employ (or relief.
“Music, we are confident, will prove a
divine manna in the life of tomorrow. The
sociological importance of the trained music teacher becomes greater every day."
When that editorial was written in 1950,
the writer was on the S. S. Conte Grande
reluming from a ten thousand mile trip
through Euro|>e. in search of fresh mate-

toward religion which

not naturally
ing powerful progress. Man is
great aim is to
a predatory animal whose

and on and on

to a

anil obliteration,

or

It

can

however,
In:

The “New Look ”

is

driven on

world of hale, disaster
it can lie exalted to a

world of hrotlierly understanding, peace
love. It cannot rise from the destructive stress of

modem

life unless it ha* re-

laxation. re|>ose. inspiration and the soul

stimulation of beauty, faith, art and
in a

How

trust

higher power. Based upon out proof a quarter of a century

believe that music is more indismen than ever in the salvation of civilization. Again we quote from
the editorial of September, 1930:
I

the University of

rpilEIIE

phetic editorial

ago.

Michigan Band has developed the idea

was an era during

tlie

develop-

we

have the band march down the
gridiron while playing a standard march
arrangement at a tempo of 128 countermarch. and march back again- This, of
course, lacked showmanship and crowdappeal, and in the early 1900'a bands were
already forming letters as gridiron tributes
to their schools ill an effort to win atten tion

leasable for all

sufficed to

—

tune

“Unless human livings take some
for the spiritual regeneration and recuperation such as that which comes from the
placing of a musical instrument, the

race

“Music calms the soul and rests the
mind, particularly the music that we make
which more
any ocenpation

and audience-applause.
outlines

“It

is

Stationary

these formations.

evolution of the

needs bread.
inconceivable that the men and

With this phase of the
marching hand came the

it

made from

1

Mr. Calender

mu

is

assistant

was voiced by many
profession.

ETUDE- AUGUST
i«>

I9SS

of

the

Comments

ranged
“I'll

from, “It'e not dignified!” and.
never ask my hand to do that!" to:
is this?
a marching or dancing

—

“What

Spontaneous and overwhelming acceptance by gridiron audiences, however, soon
drove the skeptics back to their corners,

and now the dance step

is one of the most
popular forms of gridiron entertainment

examine some of the reasons for

conductor of

head of the Instrumental Music De-

partment of the Ypsilanti, Michigan public
•chords,—Ed- Note)

THE END

o/ using

and devel-

commonplace,

members

1. ft's
fie

comes through self-expression,
and particularly through musk."

the rest that

the accepted or

strong opposition

Let's

women of tomorrow could exist in the
emotional whirlpool of modem life without

ETUDE— AUGUST

Latest in this colorful history

opment of the marching hand has been the
advent of the dance step. Here. a3 always,
when change occurs and a departure is

figure

soon followed, and it was but a
animation and movement of

short step to

ourselves,

than
nr any sport, snatches one away from beneath the wheels of the Juggernaut of
modem life. Civilization today needs music
study as

MARCHING BAND

for the

and

new and

different (this always is

a magic formula for securing crowd attention).
2.

It's

spectacular:

new movements, new

dance steps in their
formations,

new

steps

field

maneuvers.

and new ideas

lire

3. The music appeals to most of the
audience. Whether we like it or not. the
average fan attending a football game has
a greater propensity for music that is both
relaxing and entertaining than for Bach:
and in lire entertainment world, our business is to satisfy these desires if we arc to
remain successful.
4. Dance steps, as a whole, are visible
(and what's more important—enjoyable!

from any quarter of tire gridiron, whether
it be the 50-yard line or the end
zone. With
a properly conceived dance step, it is not
necessary to have a scat on the 50-yard line
“to see what the formation is all
about."
Glancing over these attribute, it
is no
wonder the dance step caught the popular
fancy and became such a large
part of our
halLtime show.

Not

all

of as are

(

Continued on Page 601

PI I VIST'S

Common Language Among

Music,

Nations

PACE

Grieg’s Nocturne, Op. 54, No. 4
A Master Lesson

by

O NE

GUY MAIER.

summer, many years ago,

I stopped
town in Norway to
Nina Grieg, wife of Edvard,
composer. Frau Grieg, who at
still coached singers during
in Gipeuhagen, was a tiny,

But

off at a little fjord

Nor

lake lea with
the beloved
the age of

it

wili never

sound again.

his voice in the hall

blue eyes,

—

—

It was for me a fascinating two hours; this
lively, elderly lady telling w ith great gusto
amusing incidents in her life with Edvard,
and leaving not the least impression of age

or fatigue.

When we began

talking of Cricg’s

com-

asked Frau Grieg about an unand very powerful work which I
found “Bcrgliot" was its

positions, 1

by l.elioy

I

.

familiar

Brunt

name
Turunen was ham

i Mattti

in the

United States with his 60 singers, appearing in 35 of the leading cities nl this

Hr had finished one
most remarkable rehearsals I had
heard in over 50 years of program building
and hearing, and we sat in the quiet nl one
ol San Francisco's great hotels and talked
of the magical golden bond ol music that

slightly

the study of music tit the age of
piano being then his instrument.
At the age of sis he entered the Viipuri Or.
violin.

At the age of
to

III

hr was often called

play in a theater arrhestra in his

home city. Outing his student days he was u
member of the lamous chorus he now eon.
the chorus in 1951,
it

and under

his

hot sung throughout Europe

“1% /'l SIC

IWI

is a

leadership

and America.

tial,

common language among

concerning the emotional

And

lives o!

such

seems to us that if people
understand each other's emotional lives,
even a little, they will understand each

nations.

it

other in a political sense."

The speaker was Maestro Marlli Turunen,
conductor of the Helsinki University Male

29

hinds together the hearts of peoples all
over the world, even peoples who understand nothing of each other's spoken
words. The chorus hail flown Irum Helsinki
to New York and thence by air. hv train,

students,

and heed,

would starred

if lie

of art-wonder.

The methods

in this land

osnl by Tar-

mien can be useiL with minor modifications.
in America, and the success which h«» hem
Turunen 's and his predecessors' can come
voung
to

man

a

in

the

United

Slates-

shining message of the song of ]»eace from

ol the chorus lor the past

auto-bus.

from

Portland,

Maine,

to

our far northern sister republic. These 00

t

the

development

22 years. Maestro Turunen recited lor the
ETUDE readers certain portions
oi his Litany of Choral Success.
hem-fit of

serr ire,

some

or

wnotn swung owkwar

onto the stage because of artificial liu
all were either students, faculty memb
or alumni of the greatest of all far north

uecessan

to hate a deep enthusiasm

the project,

on the

|iart ol the leader

seats of learning, the University of Helsii

of

Each and

of the music staff of

all

came

to this country at a

sacrifice of time and convenience, sin*
of the doctrine of all republics, the d.scli
of the brotherhood of man. The Univer

the

and symphony orchestra. She
and told me that

replied

the composition had been performed “ages
ago" in America by the famous baritones,
David Bispham and Herbert Witherspoon.
Could I play “Bergliot" for her, she asked?

the great choral conductors of

granted the voung man has talent and is
willing to work without benefit lor disadvantage
of a clock! Modesth veiling
his own burning enthusiasm and genius tn

by

—a lengthy epic declamation for bari-

tone voice

Building and Influence

Aa one of

the day, the w orris ol Marti! Tuninra sre
words for the would-be conductor to hear

Winnipeg. Canada, to Pasadena. California,
and intermediate points, had carried the

nations where a spoken language

barrier exists. It ran and it does
bring about an understanding, at least par-

11000

register*

over half male.

country and Canada.
of the

He began

three, the

Helsinki

of

KarcUaa

Uis father was also a choral conductor, bring
of the Viipuri Academy of Church

a graduate

niton

—

had recently

singers-"

t

Mr.

for

ami

George Sjobloui

The New Yolk Time-

ami leading figure in the Finnish American
colony in New York City, acted as intergirder between I Continued on Cage o'

enthusiastically

hesitated. In the

I

little upright piano, the kind with brass
candelabra* lunging over both ends
so I
played only the last few pages of “Bcrgliot"

—

for

her

—the

during

touching

which

lines ol

Funeral

March

declaimed the poignant
peasant mother who,

I

the lonely

galloping joyously to greet her
ing soldier son,

found

strapped to his horse.

homecom-

body was
His comrades were
that his

him back to the farm in stately
Then, as Bergliot and her
turned and stepped slowly in the

bringing

funeral pace.

horse

funeral procesaion.

—

—

Now

they will only whine and cry.
The horses will prick up their ears.

Whinnying gently for the sound of his
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it too slowly; just a good, moving
in a kind of slow waltz time
48-54) like two young people hapwalking “on air.” Above the triple

Andante
(J.
pily

—

rhythm

let the melody glow ardently and
Be sure that measure four sounds
it to sound
like a tender
variation of measure two.
As for that tricky accompaniment: practice the left hand first alone beginning in
measure 51 as you count aloud, thus:

evenly.

As I finished, Frau Grieg was much
moved. Tears flowed unrestrained over the
cheek from her “good" eye “Ach!” she
cried, "it is forty years since f have heard
this piece. And how Edvard loved it! Now,
no one remembers it. Danke, danke schoen
for playing it to me. Edvard used to play
it so often for me, jnst as he played his
Notturoo (Op. 54, No. 4) whenever I asked
him. The Nocturne is also such a touching
piece. We bath loved it very much. Do you

Then I played the Nocturne which, as
you know, has always been a Grieg favorite. Not only does it appeal greatly to
young people from 14 to 18 years old, but
offers

it

excellent drill

in smooth, lyric

two-aguinst-lhree rhythm. It

is

Any

fourth-year student will enjoy playing

remember

will

It

for the rest of his

it,

life.

Like some other pieces, once learned this
Nocturne seems to “stick." Its quiet warmth,
trilling

nightingales

and

I

recommend
not-difficult.

to teachers who are seeking
slow, songful piece to inter-

it

maturing adolescents.

est their

feet

climax
and boys alike.

exquisite

delight the hearts of girls

a

expression

nights in

of those heavenly June
Norway. In summer no one ever
go to sleep in Norway because

wants to
never dark! The sun may disappear

for an hour at midnight, but always the
twilight

glow warms up the

I

As you count, stress with your voice the
word “and." hut keep it strictly in lime.
Then practice the right hand melody alone
(from measure 5). again counting aloud as
you play the second eighth note on the “and."
Then, same practice with the hands to-

also a very

subtle, sensitive bit of romanticism.

and

—

as Crieg devised

—

it’s

she sang:

“Ride slowly Ride slowly
For all loo soon shall we reach home.
Never again will the dogs
Spring up to greet him—

,

ETUDE—AVOVST

room was an ancient

page ol the Nocturne. Guard against

first

playing

—

Joyously calling to us all
Ride slowly ride slowly
For all loo soon shall we reach

90

winters

the

and enchanting ladv. Her large
head of thick, bobbed hair framed two deep
one sparkling and darting, the
other tan artificial eye) sober and stolid.
doll-like

skies.

The boy

and his girl wander through the silent
country lanes with, alas, no dark corners
anywhere. Often, at about one A.M., I have
raised the room shade to see a young
couple stepping softly along the road in
the strange, theatrical light. This, I think,
is what Grieg is trying to portray in the

This cannot be done smoothly by students unless the student (not the teacher)
counts aloud.

As tlie boy and girl stand under a blossoming tree, a nightingale warbles ecstatically (measures 15-16). Its mate replies
even more ardently (measures 18-19). Let
ukc time to trill! Do not hurry

the birds

The following Piu Mosso section gives
opportunity for freer and more abandoned
playing. Hold to the some metronome speed,
J-

=

48-52. Start

itantly

follow

it rather slowly and hes(with soft pedal), and thereafter

markings explicitly, espepp and ppp aa you accelerate.

Crieg's

cially the

Again, practice this part for a while with
separate hands and with precise
fingering

marked— I have

as

five different editions
of the Nocturne. All offer good fingerings
Grieg’s original markings.
Hold damper pedal as long as possible
In the climax (measures 29-32)
and

and

make

a

ril.

mollo in

(

Continued on Page 63)

TEACHER’S ROUNDTABLE
An authoritative discussion
of the meaning

and

the

importance of

Tone Coloring in Singing
by EDITH

BIDEAU NORMELLI

rrvoE-A

This Matter of Registration

Adagio
(from Sonata in

D URING

the season 1951-55, the MetroOpera broke its strict operatic
by presenting the ballet Vittorio

politan

tradition

as a complete performance. Ballet interludes have long been incorporated into familiar operas, aa a kind of added attraction
during which the singers stand at cose on

and look on. Only once before
lias the “Met” put on an all-ballet production, with no singers involved. That occurred some forty years ago, during the
Anna Pavlova. Vittorio was
visit
of
the stage

mounted in order to make fitting use of the
distinguished services of the opera's new
prima ballerina, Mia Slavenska.
Recognized os one of the world’s greatest
dancers. Slavenska

is

particularly

famous

Slavenska’s

first

international

acclaim

came in 1930. at tire International Dance
Olympic in Berlin. Still in her ’teens, she
competed with leading ballet stars from
fourteen nations, and won first prize, together with a deluge of highly-paid popular
offers. Unwilling to participate in any program of less than worthy artistic values,
however, Slavenska turned her back on the
popular theatres and went to Paris for her
concert debut in a program composed and
choreographed by herself. Tliat same year,
she starred in the prize-winning French
film.

and

Ballerina ,

still

now

playing

in

America

acclaimed as the best ballet picture

the U. S. A. with the Ballet litisse

dc Monte

for her perfection of balance. She has been

Carlo. After four successful seasons here,

dancing since her babyhood. Born in Slovonski-Brod, Yugoslavia, where her parents
were patrons of the local opera. Slavenska

ballet to the smaller American cities and
organized her own company', louring the

When she was four, the
recommended exercise to
build her up, and her art-loving parents
provided it in the form of ballet lessons.
was

a frail child.

family

The

doctor

child’s innate talent

was such that,

within a few months, she oppeared as star
of the Zagreb Opera Ballet. At nine, she had

a ballet composed for her; at twelve, she
organized her own company and choreographed her first ballet: at sixteen, follow-

ing

and

five

years of intensive study in Vienna
became prima ballerina of

Paris, she

the Zagreb Opera.

U. S. A., Canada, Mexico and South Amone of the longest aud most widely
acclaimed ballet tours on record. She has
appeared with the Ballet Russe, I lie Ballet
Theatre, and the London Festival Ballet;
with her own Slavcnsku-Franklin company,
she presented the world premiere of the
ballet for "A Streetcar Named Desire," for
the first time creating a dance impression
erica in

of a

modern

play.

Slavenska believes that ballet training
can he helpful to the average child as a
of developing grace and controL

means

AM

JOSEPH TTAVON

it is not so good." she tells you, ”il
little dancers' normal improvement is
confused with genius! Then trouble sets in.

"But
the

Children are pushed beyond their capacities
aud given ideas about careers for which
regarded as a sort of gymnastic:
is present, it

particularly

who,
ill

at

if

talent

will assert itself without push-

"The gy mnastic of dance
tic

useful

to

training shook!

music students

some time, have to achieve motion
on the stage, the rceiul

public, wbellier

platform, or in the teacher's slndio. First
of all. one learns the relaxed control of

—

good posture head high, shonlders back,
hack straight, and rib-cage lilted. 1 may
say at once, though, that exercise alone
won’t do too much far you. From the very
start, you must contribute something yoursell.

First,

tion of the

you must understand

the func-

muscles involved. Better posture

when you know about the large muscles of llic hark
which begin under the
shoulders and extend around the rib-esge
and put them to conscious use. In second
place, you must have a menial picture of
results

I

1

of

good posture, you should know

•

in ad-

vance just how you wish to look as you
Stand, wolk. seal yourself before an audience. Finally, you must think of yourself as
being the person you want to be!
(

Continued on Page 56)
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"SIX INCHES

AND A
The Bible

BELOW THE COLLARBONE
TO THE LEFT"

LITTLE

tells us

that out of the

heart "are the issues

of life.”

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
maintains highest academic standards;
But BOB JONES UNIVERSITY emphasizes the Gospel.
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY students acquire knowledge;
They also develop zeal for Christian service and

ministry.

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY graduates have enlightened minds;
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Music, speech,

and

art tvilhoul additional cost

Academy and seventh and

above

actitlemic tuition.

eighth gr titles in connection.
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